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Nonnegative Ricci curvature, stability at infinity
and finite generation of fundamental groups

JIAYIN PAN

We study the fundamental group of an open n–manifold M of nonnegative Ricci
curvature. We show that if there is an integer k such that any tangent cone at infinity
of the Riemannian universal cover of M is a metric cone whose maximal Euclidean
factor has dimension k , then �1.M/ is finitely generated. In particular, this confirms
the Milnor conjecture for a manifold whose universal cover has Euclidean volume
growth and a unique tangent cone at infinity.

53C20, 53C23; 53C21, 57S30

1 Introduction

A longstanding problem in Riemannian geometry is the Milnor conjecture, which
was proposed in 1968 [15]. It states that any open n–manifold of nonnegative Ricci
curvature has a finitely generated fundamental group. This conjecture remains open.

The Milnor conjecture has been verified under various additional assumptions. For
a manifold with Euclidean volume growth, Anderson [1] and Li [12] independently
proved that the fundamental group is finite. Sormani showed that the Milnor conjecture
holds if the manifold has small linear diameter growth, or linear volume growth [18].
Liu classified open 3–manifolds of Ric � 0, which confirms the Milnor conjecture
in dimension 3 [13]. Recently, the author has presented a different approach to the
Milnor conjecture in dimension 3 [17] with Cheeger–Colding–Naber theory [2; 3; 6].

In this paper, we verify the Milnor conjecture for manifolds with additional conditions
on the Riemannian universal cover at infinity. Recall that for any open n–manifold
.M; x/ of Ric� 0, and any sequence ri !1, passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we can consider a tangent cone of M at infinity, which is the Gromov–Hausdorff
limit [10] of

.r�1i M;x/
GH
�! .Y; y/:
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In general, a tangent cone of M at infinity may not be unique [3]. By a splitting
theorem [2], Y is a metric product Rk � Y 0, where Y 0 has no lines. Cheeger and
Colding showed that when M has Euclidean volume growth, any tangent cone of M at
infinity .Y; y/ is a metric cone .Rk �C.Z/; .0; z// of dimension n [2], where C.Z/
has diam.Z/ < � and the vertex z . However, k may not be unique among all tangent
cones of M at infinity [7].

Definition 1.1 Let M be an open n–manifold with Ric� 0, and let k be an integer.
We say that M is k–Euclidean at infinity if any tangent cone .Y; y/ of M at infinity
is a metric cone, whose maximal Euclidean factor has dimension k , that is, .Y; y/
splits as .Rk �C.Z/; .0; z//, where C.Z/ is a metric cone with diam.Z/ < � and
the vertex z .

We point out that Definition 1.1 indeed is equivalent to a uniform control on the diameter
of Z : for any tangent cone .Rk�C.Z/; .0; z// of M at infinity, diam.Z/����.M/

for some positive constant �.M/. This follows from the fact that the space of all tangent
cones at infinity is compact in the pointed Gromov–Hausdorff topology (see Lemma 3.1
and Remark 3.2).

We state our main result:

Theorem 1.2 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric� 0. If the Riemannian universal
cover of M is k–Euclidean at infinity, then �1.M/ is finitely generated.

Note that in Theorem 1.2, the k–Euclidean at infinity assumption is on the universal
cover. If k D 0, then in fact �1.M/ is finite (Proposition 2.9).

Under the assumption in Theorem 1.2, the Riemannian universal cover �M of M may
have different tangent cones at infinity, even with different dimensions. We mention
that the condition in Theorem 1.2 can be further weakened; see Remark 5.14.

Corollary 1.3 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric� 0. If the Riemannian universal
cover of M has Euclidean volume growth and a unique tangent cone at infinity, then
�1.M/ is finitely generated.

We explain our approach to Theorem 1.2 as follows. Let �M be the Riemannian
cover of M. Given any tangent cone of �M at infinity, we consider the associated
equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff convergence with �1.M; x/–action — see Fukaya and
Yamaguchi [8] —

.r�1i
�M; zx; �1.M; x//

GH
�! . zY ; zy;G/;
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where G is a closed subgroup of Isom. zY /. We call such a limit space . zY ; zy;G/ an
equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�1.M; x// at infinity. It is known that G is always a
Lie group [4; 6]. If zY is a metric cone Rk�C.Z/, where diam.Z/<� , then Isom. zY /
is a product Isom.Rk/� Isom.Z/. Thus the G–action on zY can be naturally projected
to the Rk –factor through pW G! Isom.Rk/ (see Propositions 2.6 and 2.7).

Our main discovery is that when �M is k–Euclidean at infinity, there is certain equi-
variant stability among all the equivariant tangent cones of . �M;�1.M; x// at infinity:

Theorem 1.4 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0. Suppose that �1.M/ is
abelian and the universal cover �M is k–Euclidean at infinity. Then there exist a closed
abelian subgroup K of O.k/ and an integer l 2 Œ0; k� such that for any equivariant
tangent cone . zY ; zy;G/ D .Rk � C.Z/; .0; z/; G/ of . �M;�1.M; x// at infinity, the
projected G–action on the Rk –factor .Rk; 0; p.G// satisfies that p.G/ D K �Rl ,
with K fixing 0 and the subgroup feg �Rl acting as translations in Rk .

Remark 1.5 Theorem 1.4 can be generalized to nilpotent fundamental groups; see
Remark 5.12. We do not pursue the most general statement here, since we do not need
this in the present paper.

Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.4. Suppose that �1.M; x/ is not finitely gen-
erated; then, without loss of generality, we can assume that �1.M/ is abelian; see
Wilking [19]. Using the lengths of Gromov’s short generators ri !1 [9], we get an
equivariant tangent cone . zY ; zy;G/ of . �M;�1.M; x// at infinity, where the G–orbit
at zy is not connected (see Lemma 2.2). On the other hand, if �M is k–Euclidean at
infinity, then by Theorem 1.4 the orbit G � zy is connected, a contradiction.

We illustrate our approach to Theorem 1.4. Put � D �1.M; x/. Given two equivariant
tangent cones of . �M;�/ at infinity . zYi ; zyi ; Gi / .i D 1; 2/, assume that their projected
actions .Rk; 0; p.Gi // are different. We consider the set of all equivariant tangent cones
of . �M;�/ at infinity, denoted as �. �M;�/. It is known that �. �M;�/ is compact
and connected in the equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology. Consequently, for
any � > 0, there are finitely many spaces .Wj ; wj ;Hj / 2 �. �M;�/ (j D 1; : : : ; l )
such that .W1; w1;H1/D . zY1; zy1; G1/, .Wl ; wl ;Hl/D . zY2; zy2; G2/, and

dGH..Wj ; wj ;Hj /; .WjC1; wjC1;HjC1//� �

for all j D 1; : : : ; l � 1. When �M is k–Euclidean at infinity, Wi DRk �C.Zi / with
diam.Zi /� � � �. �M/. Under this control, the associated chain of Rk –factors in Wj
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with projected p.Hj /–action f.Rk; 0; p.Hj //gljD1 form a  .�/–chain, where  .�/
is a positive function with  .�/! 0 as �! 0.

To see a contradiction without involving the complexity in general situation, we restrict
to the special case that all p.Hj /–actions fix 0. Then this leads to the following
stability of isometric actions on the unit sphere Sk�1 � Rk : given Sk�1 with an
effective isometric G–action, there is � > 0 such that if .Sk�1;H/ is �–close to
.Sk�1; G/ in the equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology, then either G and H are
conjugate in O.k/, or dim.H/ < dim.G/ (see Theorem 4.1 for the precise statement).
It turns out this stability result is enough for us to derive a contradiction. For instance,
if p.G/ is not unique among �. �M;�/, we choose . zY1; zy1; G1/ such that p.G1/ has
the minimal dimension among all elements in �. �M;�/. Then for all . zY2; zy2; G2/
with p.G2/ not conjugate to p.G1/, we can form a  .�/–chain f.Rk; 0; p.Hj //gj
as explained above. Using the stability of isometric actions, when  .�/ is sufficiently
small, we see that all p.Hj / (j � 2) are conjugate to p.H1/, which leads to a desired
contradiction. To deal with the general situation where these p.Hi /–actions may not
fix 0, we develop a key technical tool, referred as critical rescaling (see Section 2 for
details).

We start with some preliminaries in Section 2. To illustrate the critical rescaling
argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we consider a rudimentary version of
Theorem 1.4 in Section 3 (see Proposition 3.5). In Section 4, we prove a stability result
on the isometric actions, which is another main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.4
as mentioned above. Afterwards, we prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 5.

The author would like to thank Professor Xiaochun Rong for his suggestions and
encouragement during the preparation of this paper. Part of the paper was written
during the author’s visit to Capital Normal University in Beijing. The author would
like to thank Capital Normal University for its support and hospitality.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we supply notions and results that will be used through the rest of this
paper.

For a tuple .Y; y;G/, we always assume that .Y; y/ is a pointed metric space, and G
is a closed subgroup of Isom.Y / acting effectively on Y . Depending on the context,
we use dGH to denote the (pointed) Gromov–Hausdorff distance between two metric
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spaces, or the (pointed) equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff distance between two metric
spaces with isometric actions.

2.1 Tangent cones at infinity

Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0, and let . �M; zx/ be its Riemannian
universal cover. By path lifting, � D �1.M; x/ acts on �M isometrically, freely and
discretely. For any sequence ri ! 1, we can pass to a subsequence and obtain
(pointed) equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff convergence [8]:

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
//

�

��

. zY ; zy;G/

�
��

.r�1i M;x/
GH

// .Y D zY =G; y/

where G is a closed subgroup of Isom. zY /, the isometry group of zY . We call the limit
space . zY ; zy;G/ an equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�/ at infinity. Isom. zY / is a Lie
group [4; 6], thus G is a Lie group. For convenience, we introduce the set of all tangent
cones of M at infinity,

�.M/D f.Y; y/ j .Y; y/ is a tangent cone of M at infinityg:

The set �.M/ has a natural topology, the pointed Gromov–Hausdorff topology. Simi-
larly, we can consider the set of all equivariant tangent cones of . �M;�/ at infinity,

�. �M;�/Df. zY; zy;G/ j. zY; zy;G/ is an equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�/ at infinityg

endowed with the pointed equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology. The following fact
serves as an idea behind the proof of Theorem 1.4.

Proposition 2.1 Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold with Ric � 0. Then the set
�. �M;�/ is compact and connected in the pointed equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff
topology.

Proposition 2.1 is well known among the experts. We include a proof below for the
convenience of readers.

Proof For simplicity, we write �D�. �M;�/. The compactness of � follows directly
from a standard diagonal argument. Let f. zYj ; zyj ; Gj /gj be a sequence of elements
in �, and for each j let fsi;j gi be a sequence of scalars such that

.s�1i;j
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zYj ; zyj ; Gj /:
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Passing to a subsequence if necessary, . zYj ; zyj ; Gj / converges to . zY1; zy1; G1/. By
a standard diagonal argument, there is a subsequence i.j / such that si.j /;j !1 and

.s�1i.j /;j
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/:

Thus . zY1; zy1; G1/ 2�.

Next we prove connectedness. Suppose that � is not connected; then we can write �D
K1[K2 , where K1 and K2 are nonempty compact subsets of � with K1\K2 D∅.
We choose Ui (i D 1; 2) as an open neighborhood of Ki in the pointed equivariant
Gromov–Hausdorff topology such that U1\U2 D∅. We regard

�.s/D .s�1 �M; zx; �/; s � 1;

as a continuous curve in the pointed equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology. Note
that any element in � is an accumulation point of this curve as s!1, thus there is
s0 large such that �.s/ 2 U1 [U2 for all s � s0 . Since open sets U1 and U2 have
empty intersection, � jŒs0;1/ lies in exactly one of U1 and U2 . Consequently, one of
K1 and K2 must be empty, a contradiction.

2.2 Short generators

To study whether the fundamental group is finitely generated, we use Gromov’s short
generators of � D �1.M; x/ [9]. We say that f1; : : : ; i ; : : : g is a set of short genera-
tors of � if

d.1zx; zx/� d. zx; zx/ for all  2 �;

and for each i � 2, i 2 � � h1; : : : ; i�1i satisfies that

d.i zx; zx/� d. zx; zx/ for all  2 � � h1; : : : ; i�1i;

where h1; : : : ; i�1i is the subgroup generated by 1; : : : ; i�1 .

If � has infinitely many short generators, then we can use the lengths of short generators
to get an equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�/ at infinity. In this way, we find a special
element in �. �M;�/ whose orbit at zy is not connected.

Lemma 2.2 Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold with Ric � 0. Suppose that � has
infinitely many short generators f1; : : : ; i ; : : : g. Then, in the equivariant tangent
cone of . �M; zx; �/ at infinity

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY ; zy;G/;

the orbit G � zy is not connected, where ri D d.i zx; zx/!1.
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Lemma 2.2 follows directly from the definition of short generators and equivariant
Gromov–Hausdorff convergence (see [17] for the proof of Lemma 2.2).

Another theorem related to the Milnor conjecture is Wilking’s reduction.

Theorem 2.3 [19] Let M be an open manifold with Ric � 0. If �1.M/ is not
finitely generated, then it contains a nonfinitely generated abelian subgroup.

2.3 Structures of Ricci limit spaces

Next we recall some results on Ricci limit spaces. We denote M.n; 0/ as the set
of all the Gromov–Hausdorff limit spaces coming from some sequence .Mi ; xi / of
n–manifolds with Ric� 0.

Theorem 2.4 [2] Let .X; x/ 2M.n; 0/ be a Ricci limit space. If X contains a line,
then X splits isometrically as R�Y .

Theorem 2.5 [2] Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold of Ric�0. If M has Euclidean
volume growth, then any tangent cone of M at infinity .Y; y/ is a metric cone C.Z/
with vertex y of Hausdorff dimension n. Moreover, diam.Z/� � .

When .Y; y/ 2�.M/ is a metric cone Y DRk �C.Z/, we always put 0 2Rk as the
projection of y 2 Y to the Euclidean factor.

The metric cone structure and Theorem 2.4 immediately imply the following properties
on its isometries:

Proposition 2.6 Let .Rk�C.Z/; .0; z//2M.n; 0/ be a metric cone, where C.Z/ has
vertex z and diam.Z/<� . Then, for any isometry g of C.Z/, we have g�.Rk�fzg/�
Rk � fzg.

Proposition 2.7 Let Y DRk�C.Z/2M.n; 0/ be a metric cone with diam.Z/ < � .
Then its isometry group Isom.Y / splits as Isom.Rk/� Isom.Z/.

Due to this proposition, for a metric cone Y DRk�C.Z/2M.n; 0/ with diam.Z/<� ,
there is a natural projection map

pW Isom.Y /! Isom.Rk/:

Throughout this paper, we always use p to denote this projection map.
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Remark 2.8 For any v 2 Rk , the orbit G � .v; z/ D .p.G/ � v; z/ can be naturally
identified as p.G/ � v �Rk � fzg, where z is the vertex of C.Z/.

Theorem 1.2 directly follows from these preparations and the equivariant stability of
Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 by assuming Theorem 1.4 Suppose that �1.M/ is not finitely
generated; then, by Lemma 2.2, there is .Rk �C.Z/; .0; z/; G/ 2�. �M;�/ such that
the orbit G � .0; z/D .p.G/ � 0; z/ is not connected. This contradicts Theorem 1.4.

When diam.Z/ < � , C.Z/ has no lines, and Proposition 2.6 says that any isometry
of C.Z/ must fix its vertex. This simple observation implies that if �M is 0–Euclidean
at infinity, then its fundamental group must be finite.

Proposition 2.9 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric� 0. If �M is 0–Euclidean at
infinity, then �1.M/ is finite.

Proof Suppose that � D �1.M; x/ is an infinite group; then there are elements
i 2 �1.M; x/ with ri WD d.i zx; zx/!1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we
consider an equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�/ at infinity,

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY ; zy;G/:

By our choice of ri , there is g 2 G such that d.g � zy; zy/ D 1. On the other hand,
since �M is 0–Euclidean at infinity, . zY ; zy/ is a metric cone with no lines and zy is the
unique vertex. Thus the orbit G � zy must be a single point zy by Proposition 2.6, a
contradiction.

Corollary 2.10 Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold of Ric� 0. If its universal cover
. �M; zx/ has Euclidean volume growth and nonmaximal diameter growth

lim sup
R!1

diam.@BR.zx//
R

< 2;

then �1.M; x/ is a finite group. Consequently, M itself has Euclidean volume growth.

Here we use extrinsic metric on diam.@BR.zx//, so we always have

diam.@BR.zx//
R

� 2:
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3 A critical rescaling argument

In this section, we develop the critical rescaling argument, a key technical tool as
mentioned in the introduction, to prove a special case of Theorem 1.4: if there is
. zY ; zy;G/ 2�. �M;�/ such that p.G/ is trivial, then for any .�W ; zw;H/ 2�. �M;�/,
p.H/ is also trivial (see Proposition 3.5). The proof of Theorem 1.4 is also modeled
on the proofs in this section.

We first show that if M is k–Euclidean at infinity, then for any Y DRk�C.Z/2�.M/,
there is a uniform gap between Y and any Ricci limit space splitting off an RkC1–factor.
This is indeed a direct consequence of being k–Euclidean at infinity.

Lemma 3.1 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0. If M is k–Euclidean at
infinity, then there is �.M/ > 0 such that for any .Y; y/ 2�.M/ and any Ricci limit
space Rl �X 2M.n; 0/ with l > k , we have

dGH
�
.Y; y/; .Rl �X; .0; x//

�
� �.M/:

Proof Suppose the contrary; then we would have a sequence .Yi ; yi / 2�.M/ such
that as i !1,

dGH..Yi ; yi /; .R
li �Xi /; .0; xi //! 0;

where Rli �Xi 2M.n; 0/ and k < li � n. By precompactness, we can pass to a
subsequence and have convergence

.Rli �Xi ; .0; xi //
GH
�! .Rl1 �X1; .0; x1//

with an integer l1 > k . The corresponding subsequence of .Yi ; yi / has the same limit.
By a standard diagonal argument, .Rl1�X1; .0; x1// is also a tangent cone of M at
infinity. This is a contradiction to the assumption that M is k–Euclidean at infinity.

Remark 3.2 For a metric cone C.Z/ 2M.n; 0/, C.Z/ splits off a line if and only if
diam.Z/D � . From this perspective, Lemma 3.1 implies that if M is k–Euclidean
at infinity, then there exists �.M/ > 0 such that for any Rk �C.Z/ 2�.M/, Z has
diameter no more than � � �.M/.

Next we prove a gap phenomenon between two classes of group actions on spaces
in �.M/, which is a key property needed in the critical rescaling argument.
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Lemma 3.3 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0. Suppose that �M is k–
Euclidean at infinity. Then there exists a constant �.M/ > 0 such that the following
holds:

For two spaces . zYj ; zyj ; Gj /2�. �M;�/ with . zYj ; zyj /D.Rk�C.Zj /; .0; zj // (jD1; 2),
if

(1) p.G1/ is trivial , and

(2) there is g 2G2 such that p.g/¤ e and d.g � zy2; zy2/� 1,

then
dGH.. zY1; zy1; G1/; . zY2; zy2; G2//� �.M/:

For the Euclidean space Rk with isometric G–action and a nonidentity element g 2G,
if d.g � 0; 0/� 1, then it is obvious that

dGH..R
k; 0; G/; .Rk; 0; feg//� 1

2
:

Let . zY1; zy1; G1/ and . zY2; zy2; G2/ be two spaces in �. �M;�/ as in Lemma 3.3.
Roughly speaking, Lemma 3.1 assures that for � sufficiently small, any �–approxima-
tion from . zY1; zy1/ to . zY2; zy2/ cannot map the Rk –factor to the non-Euclidean cone
factor C.Z2/. In other words, an �–approximation map should map the Rk –factor to
the Rk –factor. Together with the p.Gj /–action on the Rk –factor, we see that there
should be a gap between . zY1; zy1; G1/ and . zY2; zy2; G2/.

Proof of Lemma 3.3 Suppose the contrary; then we have two sequences in �.M;�/,
f. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/g and f. zYi2; zyi2; Gi2/g, such that

(1) p.Gi1/ is trivial,

(2) there is gi 2Gi2 such that p.gi /¤ e and d.gi � zyi2; zyi2/� 1,

(3) dGH.. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2//! 0 as i !1.

Passing to some subsequences if necessary, the above two sequences converge to the
same limit:

. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/;

with . zY1; zy1/D .Rk �C.Z1/; .0; z1//. By Lemma 3.1, C.Z1/ does not split off
any line, and thus

.Rk � fzi1g; zyi1; p.Gi1//
GH
�! .Rk � fz1g; zy1; p.G1//;

.Rk � fzi2g; zyi2; p.Gi2//
GH
�! .Rk � fz1g; zy1; p.G1//I
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see Remark 2.8. From the first sequence, we see that p.G1/ is trivial because
p.Gi1/Dfeg. On the other hand, p.Gi2/ contains an element ˇi with dRk .ˇi �0; 0/�1.
These ˇi subconverge to some element ˇ1 2G1 with d.ˇ1 � 0; 0/� 1. If ˇ1 ¤ e ,
then p.G1/ is nontrivial. If ˇ1 D e , then we consider the subgroup Hi D hˇi i. The
sequence of subgroups Hi subconverges to some nontrivial subgroup H1 of p.G1/
because D1.Hi /� 1

20
, where D1.Hi / is the displacement of Hi on B1.0/�Rk . In

either case, p.G1/ is nontrivial, a contradiction.

Remark 3.4 The gap in Lemma 3.1 plays a key role in the above proof; it guarantees
that symmetries on the non-Euclidean cone factor and on the Euclidean factor cannot
interchange. If there is no gap between the non-Euclidean cone factor C.Z/ and spaces
splitting off lines, then Lemma 3.3 fails. As an example, we construct a continuous
family of metric cones .Yt ; yt ; Gt / .�ı � t � ı/ such that Yt DR2 �C.Zt /, where
diam.Zt /� � . As t ! 0,

dGH
�
.R2 � fz�tg; .0; z�t /; p.G�t //; .R

2
� zt ; .0; zt /; p.Gt //

�
¹ 0:

For jt j< ı small, we put Yt DR2 �C.S1t /, where S1t is the round circle of diameter
� � jt j. When t D 0, then Yt D R4 . Next we define Gt –action on Yt . For t > 0,
Gt D S

1 acts as rotations on the C.S1t /–factor, while for t � 0, Gt D S1 acts as
rotations about the origin on the R2–factor. It is clear that .Yt ; yt ; Gt / is a continuous
path in the equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology. However, p.Gt / is trivial for
t > 0 while p.Gt /D S1 for t < 0; they cannot be arbitrarily close as t ! 0.

We are ready to prove the following rudimentary version of Theorem 1.4:

Proposition 3.5 Let .M; x/ be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0, whose universal
cover is k–Euclidean at infinity. If there is . zY ; zy;G/ 2 �. �M;�/ such that p.G/ is
trivial, then for any space .�W ; zw;H/ 2�. �M;�/, p.H/ is also trivial.

Proof We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there are ri !1 and si !1 such
that

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .s�1i

�M; zx; �/
GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/;

where p.G1/ is trivial but p.G2/ is not. Scaling down the sequence s�1i by a constant
if necessary, we assume that there is g 2G2 such that p.g2/¤ e and d.g � zy2; zy2/� 1.
We pass to a subsequence and assume that ti WD s�1i =r�1i !1. This enables us to
regard the above first sequence as a rescaling of the second one. Put

.Ni ; qi ; �i /D .s
�1
i
�M; zx; �/:
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In this way, we can rewrite these two convergent sequences as (with ti !1)

.Ni ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .tiNi ; qi ; �i /

GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/:

We look for a contradiction in some intermediate rescaling sequence. For each i , we
define a set of scales

Li WD
˚
1� l� ti jdGH..lNi ; qi ; �i /; .W;w;H//�

1
3
� for some .W;w;H/2�. �M;�/

such that H has some h with p.h/¤ e and d.h � zw; zw/� 1
	
;

where � D �.M/ > 0 is the constant in Lemma 3.3. It is clear that ti 2 Li for all i
large, thus Li is nonempty. We choose li 2 Li such that infLi � li � infLi C 1=i .
We regard this li as the critical rescaling sequence.

Claim 1 li !1:

Suppose that li subconverges to C <1; then, for this subsequence, we can pass to a
subsequence again and obtain the convergence

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! .C � zY1; zy1; G1/:

Since li 2 Li , by definition of Li and the above convergence, we conclude that

dGH..C � zY1; zy1; G1/; .W;w;H//�
1
2
�

for some space .W;w;H/ such that there is h2H with p.h/¤ e and d.h � zw; zw/� 1.
On the other hand, on .C � zY1; zy1; G1/, p.G1/ is trivial. This is a contradiction to the
choice of � and Lemma 3.3. Hence Claim 1 is true.

Next we consider the convergence

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY 0; zy0; G0/ 2�. �M;�/:

We will derive a contradiction by ruling out all the possibilities of p.G0/–action on
the Rk –factor of zY 0.

Claim 2 p.G0/ is nontrivial.

For each i , because li 2 Li , we know that

dGH..liNi ; qi ; �i /; .Wi ; wi ; Ki //�
1
3
�
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for some .Wi ; wi / 2�. �M/ with Ki –action such that there is ki 2Ki with p.ki /¤ e
and d.ki � zwi ; zwi /� 1. Since .liNi ; qi ; �i / converges to . zY 0; zy0; G0/, the limit space
satisfies

dGH.. zY
0; zy0; G0/; .Wi ; wi ; Ki //�

1
2
�

for i large. By Lemma 3.3, p.G0/ is nontrivial.

By Claim 2, there is some g0 2G0 such that p.g0/¤ e . We put d WD d.g0 � zy0; zy0/. If
d � 1, we consider the scaling sequence 1

2
li :�

1
2
li �Ni ; qi ; �i

� GH
�!

�
1
2
� zY 0; zy0; G0

�
:

Note that on
�
1
2
� zY 0; zy0; G0

�
, there is some element g0 2 G0 with p.g0/ ¤ e and

d.g0 � zy0; zy0/� 1
2

. This shows that 1
2
li 2Li for i large, which is a contradiction to our

choice of li with infLi � li � infLi C 1=i . If d > 1, then we consider the scaling
sequence li=.2d/: �

li
2d
�Ni ; qi ; �i

�
GH
�!

�
1

2d
� zY ; zy;H 0

�
:

and a similar contradiction would arise because li=.2d/ 2 Li . In any case, we see a
contradiction. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.6 In the above proof, when defining Li , we include all the contradictory H –
actions with p.H/¤feg and a constraint on its displacement. In particular, this allows
p.H/ to be different from p.G2/. Doing so is necessary. For example, if p.G2/D Z

and we require p.H/D Z when defining Li , then the intermediate sequence

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY 0; zy0; G0/

may have a limit group with p.G0/D Zp , where p is a large integer. This Zp acts
on Rk as rotations on a plane about a point far away from 0, so that .Rk; 0;Zp/
and .Rk; 0;Z/ are very close. In this situation, one cannot derive a contradiction by
dividing li by a constant.

To conclude this section, we use Proposition 3.5 to prove Corollary 1.3 in dimension 3.

Corollary 3.7 Let M be an open 3–manifold with Ric�0. Suppose that the universal
cover �M has Euclidean volume growth and the unique tangent cone at infinity. Then
�1.M/ is finitely generated.
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Proof We argue by contradiction. Suppose that � has infinitely many short generators
f1; : : : ; i ; : : : g. Let ri D d.i � zx; zx/!1. Passing to a subsequence, we consider
an equivariant tangent cone of . �M;�/ at infinity,

.r�1i.j /
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY ; zy;G/:

We know that zY is a metric cone of Hausdorff dimension 3 (Theorem 2.5), and the
orbit G � zy is not connected (Lemma 2.2). By Theorem 2.3, we assume that � is
abelian.

zY is isometric to Rk�C.Z/ with vertex zyD .0; z/, where k 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g, C.Z/ has
vertex z and diam.Z/ < � . If k D 0, then � is finite (Proposition 2.9). If k D 3, then
zY D R3 , and consequently �M is isometric to R3 [5]. If k D 2, then zY is actually
isometric to R3 according to the fact that the singular set of zY has codimension at
least 2 [3]. It remains to handle the case zY DR�C.Z/. Since the nonconnected orbit
G � zy is contained in R� fzg, together with the assumption that G is abelian, we see
that the orbit G � zy is either a Z–translation orbit, or a Z2 reflection orbit in R� fzg.
In either case, p.G/–action is free at 0. For the equivariant tangent cone of . zY ; zy;G/
at zy (j !1),

.j zY ; zy;G/
GH
�! . zY ; zy;H/;

it is clear that p.H/D feg. By a standard diagonal argument, we can find sj !1
such that

.s�1j
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY ; zy;H/:

Right now there are two equivariant tangent cones of . �M;�/ at infinity, . zY ; zy;H/ and
. zY ; zy;G/, with p.H/D feg but p.G/¤ feg, a contradiction to Proposition 3.5.

4 Stability of isometric actions

In this section, for an isometric G–action on a Riemannian manifold M, we always
assume that G is a closed subgroup of Isom.M/. The goal is the following stability
result on isometric actions on any compact manifold M, which will be used in the
proof of Theorem 1.4 with M being the unit sphere Sk�1 .

Theorem 4.1 Let .M;G/ be a compact Riemannian manifold with isometric G–
action. Then there exists a constant � > 0, depending on .M;G/, such that the
following holds:
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For any isometric H –action on M, if

dGH..M;G/; .M;H//� �;

then either H –action is conjugate to G–action by an isometry , or dim.H/ < dim.G/.

One may compare Theorem 4.1 with the result below by Grove and Karcher [11]:

Theorem 4.2 Let M a compact Riemannian manifold. Then there exists �.M/ > 0

such that for any two isometric G–actions

�1; �2W G �M !M

with dM .�1.g; x/; �2.g; x//� �.M/ for all g 2G and x 2M, these two actions are
conjugate by an isometry.

We mention that the stability of group actions can be traced back to Palais [16]. He
shows that any two C 1–close G–actions, as diffeomorphisms on M, can be conjugated
by a diffeomorphism, where G is a compact Lie group. Grove and Karcher use the
center-of-mass technique, and explicitly construct the conjugation map. They also
interpret the C 1–closeness in terms of curvature bounds of M, when one of the actions
is by isometries. For our purpose, we restrict our attention to isometric actions only here.

Theorem 4.1 is different from Theorem 4.2 in the following aspects. Theorem 4.1
considers two isometric actions with possibly different groups. For instance, G D S1

and we can take H D Zp �G with large integer p . Even if one assume G DH, the
closeness of these two actions in the equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff topology is weaker
than the pointwise closeness condition in Theorem 4.2. For example, we know that
there is a sequence of circle actions on the standard torus T 2 D S1�S1 converging to
a T 2–action,

.T 2; S1i /
GH
�! .T 2; T 2/:

Thus, for any � > 0, we can find two different circle actions in the tail of this sequence
such that

dGH..T
2; S1j /; .T

2; S1k //� �;

where j and k are sufficiently large. However, these circle actions are not pointwise
close. This example also illustrates that the � in Theorem 4.1 has to depend on the
G–action.
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To prove Theorem 4.1, we recall some facts on equivariant Gromov–Hausdorff conver-
gence [8]. Given .M;Hi /

GH
�! .M;G/, one can always assume that the identity map

on M gives equivariant �i –approximations for some �i ! 0. We endow Isom.M/

with a natural bi-invariant metric d from its action on M,

dG.g1; g2/D max
x2M

dM .g1 � x; g2 � x/:

Then Hi converges to the limit G with respect to the Hausdorff distance induced by
.Isom.M/; d/.

In our proof of Theorem 4.1, we use the following results:

Proposition 4.3 [11] Let �1; �2W H !G be two homomorphisms of compact Lie
group H into the Lie group G with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric. There exists
�.G/ > 0 such that if d.�1.h/; �2.h// � �.G/ for all h 2 H, then the subgroups
�1.H/ and �2.H/ are conjugate in G.

Proposition 4.4 [14] Let G be a Lie group with left-invariant Riemannian metric.
Then there exists a constant �.G/ > 0 such that if �W H ! G is a map from a Lie
group H to G such that

d.�.h1h2/; �.h1/�.h2//� � < �.G/

for all h1; h2 2 H, then there is a Lie group homomorphism x�W H ! G with
d.x�.h/; �.h//� 2� for all h 2H.

We call such a map �W H !G with

d.�.h1h2/; �.h1/�.h2//� �

an �–homomorphism. In practice, we may start with some bi-invariant distance function
d on G. We can equip G with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric d0 (we can do this
because G is compact). Note that d and d0 generate the same topology on the compact
group G. Thus, for a sequence of �i –homomorphisms with respect to d , it is a sequence
of �0i –homomorphisms with respect to d0 for some �0i ! 0. Therefore, we can still
apply Proposition 4.4 for i large.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 Let fHig be a sequence of group actions on M such that
.M;Hi /

GH
�! .M;G/. We show that if dim.Hi /� dim.G/, then .M;Hi / is conjugate

to .M;G/ by an isometry for all i large.
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As pointed out, for .M;Hi /
GH
�! .M;G/, it is equivalent to consider the Hausdorff

convergence Hi
H
�!G in .Isom.M/; d/, where d is given by

d.g1; g2/D max
x2M

dM .g1 � x; g2 � x/:

We know that there is �i ! 0 such that dH .Hi ; G/� �i . For each h 2Hi , we choose
�i .h/ as an element in G that is �i –close to h. This defines a map

�i W Hi !G:

It is straightforward to check that �i is a 3�i –homomorphism with respect the metric
d jG :

d.�i .h1h2/; �i .h1/�i .h2//

� d.�i .h1h2/; h1h2/C d.h1h2; h1�i .h2//C d.h1�i .h2/; �i .h1/�i .h2//

� 3�i

for any h1; h2 2 Hi . Apply Proposition 4.4; we obtain a sequence of Lie group
homomorphisms

x�i W Hi !G:

Claim x�i is a Lie group isomorphism for all i large.

We first show that x�i is injective. Suppose that ker.x�i /¤feg; then we have a sequence
of nontrivial subgroups converging to feg,

ker.x�i /
H
�! feg:

However, there exists ı > 0 such that any nontrivial subgroup of Isom.M/ has
displacement at least ı on M. This is because Isom.M/ is a Lie group, which
cannot have arbitrarily small nontrivial subgroups. Thus ker.x�i /D feg for all i large.
Recall the assumption that dim.Hi / � dim.G/. Since x�i is injective, we must have
dim.Hi /D dim.G/. Also note that the image x�i .Hi / is ‰.�i /–dense in G, thus x�i
must be surjective for i large.

Now Hi has two embeddings into Isom.M/,

�i W Hi ! Isom.M/; x�i W Hi !G � Isom.M/;

where �i is the inclusion map. Note that

d.h; x�i .h//�‰.�i /! 0
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for all h 2Hi and some constant C. By Proposition 4.3, we conclude that for i large,
G D x�i .Hi / is conjugate to Hi as subgroups in Isom.M/. In other words, there is
some isometry gi 2 Isom.M/ such that g�1i Ggi DHi . This shows that .M;Hi / and
.M;G/ are conjugate through the isometry gi for i large.

Remark 4.5 The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be immediately extended to any compact
metric space .X; d/ whose isometry group Isom.X/ is a Lie group. In particular, for
any metric cone C.Z/ 2M.n; 0/, since Isom.Z/ is a Lie group [4; 6], we can extend
Theorem 4.1 to such a space Z .

5 Proof of equivariant stability at infinity

Without mentioning, we always assume that groups in this section are abelian. We
prove Theorem 1.4 in two steps. First we show that for all

. zY ; zy;G/D .Rk �C.Z/; .0; z/; G/ 2�. �M;�/;

the isotropy subgroup of p.G/ at 0 is independent of . zY ; zy;G/, and .Rk; 0; p.G//
satisfies property (P) (see Lemma 5.2 below). Secondly, we prove the noncompact
factor in p.G/ is also independent of . zY ; zy;G/. The proof of each step shares the
same structure as Proposition 3.5: we show that there exists a gap between two certain
classes of group actions, then choose a critical rescaling to derive a desired contradiction
in the corresponding limit space.

Recall that once we specify a point in Rk as the origin 0, then every element in
Isom.Rk/DRkÌO.k/ can be written as .A; v/, where A2O.k/ fixes 0 and v 2Rk .
For convenience, we introduce a definition.

Definition 5.1 Let .Rk; 0; G/ be the k–dimensional Euclidean space with an isometric
abelian G–action. We say that .Rk; 0; G/ satisfies property (P) if:

(P) For any element .A; v/ 2G, .A; 0/ is also an element of G.

Property (P) has the following consequence:

Lemma 5.2 If .Rk; 0; G/ satisfies property (P), then

(1) any compact subgroup of G fixes 0;

(2) G admits decomposition GD Iso0G�Rl�Zm , and any element in the subgroup
feg�Rl �Zm is a translation , where Iso0G is the isotropy subgroup of G at 0.
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Proof (1) Let K be any compact subgroup of G. Suppose that K does not fix 0.
Then there is g D .A; v/ 2K such that

0¤ g � 0D .A; v/ � 0D v:

By assumption, .A; 0/ 2G. Hence .A; v/ � .A�1; 0/D .I; v/ is also an element of G.
Because G is abelian, .A; 0/ and .I; v/ commute. This implies that A � v D v , and
thus .A; v/k D .Ak; kv/ for any integer k . We see that the subgroup generated by
.A; v/ cannot be contained in any compact group, a contradiction.

(2) This follows from (1) and the structure of abelian Lie groups.

It is clear that (2) in Lemma 5.2 is equivalent to property (P).

Remark 5.3 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric� 0. Suppose that

. zY ; zy;G/D .Rk �C.Z/; .0; z/; G/ 2�. �M;�/

is a metric cone with isometric G–action, where C.Z/ has vertex z and diam.Z/<� .
We do not know any example such that .Rk; 0; p.G// does not satisfy property (P).
However, we can always find ones with property (P) in �. �M;�/ by passing to the
equivariant tangent cone of . zY ; zy;G/ at zy , or at infinity (j !1):

.j zY ; zy;G/
GH
�! . zY ; zy;Gzy/; .j�1 zY ; zy;G/

GH
�! . zY ; zy;G1/:

It is clear that both .Rk; 0; p.Gzy// and .Rk; 0; p.G1// satisfy property (P), because
they satisfy (2) in Lemma 5.2 (with no Z–factors).

Remark 5.4 If .Rk; 0; G/ does not satisfy property (P), then there is an element
.A; v/ 2G, but .A; 0/ …G. After blowing down,

.j�1Rk; 0; G; .A; v//
GH
�! .Rk; 0; G1; .A; 0//:

Thus .A; 0/ 2 G1 . Note that Iso0 p.G/ is preserved as a subgroup of Iso0 p.G1/.
Hence Iso0 p.G/ is a proper subgroup of Iso0 p.G1/.

We restate Theorem 1.4 in terms of Definition 5.1:

Theorem 5.5 Let M be an open n–manifold, with abelian fundamental group and
Ric � 0, whose universal cover �M is k–Euclidean at infinity. Then there exist a
closed abelian subgroup K of O.k/ and an integer l 2 Œ0; k� such that for any space
. zY ; zy;G/ 2�. �M;�/, .Rk; 0; p.G// satisfies property (P) and p.G/DK �Rl .
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For convenience, we introduce a definition:

Definition 5.6 Let .Yj ; yj / be a metric space with isometric Lie group Gj –action
(j D 1; 2). We say that .Y1; y1; G1/ is equivalent to .Y2; y2; G2/ if

dGH..Y1; y1; G1/; .Y2; y2; G2//D 0;

or, equivalently, there is an isometry F W Y1! Y2 with F.y1/D y2 , and a Lie group
isomorphism  W G1!G2 such that F.g1 �x1/D  .g1/ �F.x1/ for any g1 2G and
x1 2 Y1 .

We first establish a gap phenomenon between two classes of actions with property (P)
but different projected isotropy groups.

Lemma 5.7 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0 whose universal cover is
k–Euclidean at infinity. Let K be an isometric action on Rk fixing 0. Then there exists
� > 0, depending on M and the K–action on Rk , such that the following holds:

For any two spaces . zYj ; zyj ; Gj / 2�. �M;�/ (j D 1; 2), if

(1) .Rk; 0; p.Gj // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2),

(2) .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G1// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K/,

(3) dim.Iso0 p.G2//� dim.K/, and

(4) .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G2// is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K/,

then

dGH.. zY1; zy1; G1/; . zY2; zy2; G2//� �:

Proof Suppose that there are two sequences in �.M/, f. zYij ; zyij ; Gij /gi (j D 1; 2),
such that for all i ,

(1) .Rk; 0; p.Gij // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2);

(2) .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.Gi1// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K/;

(3) dim.Ki / � dim.K/ and .Rk; 0;Ki / is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K/, where
Ki D Iso0 p.Gi2/;

(4) dGH.. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2//! 0 as i !1.
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After passing to some subsequences, this gives convergences

. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/;

with . zY1; zy1/D .Rk�C.Z1/; .0; z1//, where diam.Z1/<� and z1 is the vertex
of C.Z1/ (Lemma 3.1). Consequently,

.Rk; 0; p.Gi1//
GH
�! .Rk; 0; p.G1//; .Rk; 0; p.Gi2//

GH
�! .Rk; 0; p.G1//:

Because each .Rk; 0; p.Gij // satisfies property (P) for all i and j , we conclude that

.Sk�1; K/
GH
�! .Sk�1; K1/; .Sk�1; Ki /

GH
�! .Sk�1; K1/;

where Sk�1 is the unit sphere in Rk and K1 D Iso0 p.G1/. It is obvious that
.Sk�1; 0;K1/ is equivalent to .Sk�1; 0;K/. By Theorem 4.1, for all i sufficiently
large, either dim.Ki / < dim.K/ or .Sk�1; 0;Ki / is equivalent to .Sk�1; 0;K/. This
contradicts the hypotheses (3)–(4) on Ki .

Lemma 5.8 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0 and abelian fundamental
group. Suppose that �M is k–Euclidean at infinity. Then, for any space . zY ; zy;G/ 2
�. �M;�/, the p.G/–action on .Rk; 0; G/ satisfies property (P). Moreover, Iso0 p.G/
is independent of . zY ; zy;G/.

The key to proving Lemma 5.8 is the following lemma:

Lemma 5.9 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric�0 and abelian fundamental group.
Suppose that �M is k–Euclidean at infinity. Then, for any two spaces . zYj ; zyj ; Gj / 2
�. �M;�/ with .Rk; 0; p.Gj // satisfying property (P) (j D 1; 2), .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G1//
must be equivalent to .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G2//.

To prove Lemma 5.9, we introduce an order on the set of all compact abelian Lie
groups.

Definition 5.10 For a compact Lie group K , we define D.K/ D .dimK; #K=K0/.
For two compact Lie groups K and H, with D.K/D .l1; l2/ and D.H/D .m1; m2/,
we say that D.K/ < D.H/ if l1 < m1 or if l1 D m1 and l2 < m2 . We say that
D.K/�D.H/ if D.K/DD.H/ or D.K/ <D.H/.

Proof of Lemma 5.9 We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there are two spaces
. zYj ; zyj ; Gj /2�. �M;�/ such that .Rk; 0; p.Gj // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2), and
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.Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G1// is not equivalent to .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G2//. Put Kj D Iso0 p.Gj /.
We choose . zY1; zy1; G1/ so that D.K1/ is the minimal among all D.K/ for . zY ; zy;G/2
�. �M;�/ with property (P), where K D Iso0 p.G/. We derive a contradiction by the
critical rescaling argument and Lemma 5.7.

Set D.K1/D .m1; m2/. Let ri !1 and si !1 be two sequences such that

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .s�1i

�M; zx; �/
GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/;

and ti WD .s�1i /=.r�1i /!1. Put .Ni ; qi ; �i /D .r�1i �M; zx; �/; then we have

.Ni ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .tiNi ; qi ; �i /

GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/:

We know that .Rk; 0; p.Gj // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2), D.K1/D .m1; m2/�
D.K2/, and .Rk; 0;K1/ is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K2/.

For each i , we define a set of scales

Li WD
˚
1� l� ti jdGH..lNi ; qi ; �i /; .W;w;H//�

1
3
� for some .W;w;H/2�. �M;�/

such that .Rk; 0; p.H// satisfies property (P), and, moreover,

D.Iso0 p.H// > .m1; m2/, or D.Iso0 p.H//D .m1; m2/

but .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H// is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/
	
:

We choose the above � > 0 as follows: by Lemma 5.7, there is � > 0, depending on M
and .Rk; 0;K1/, such that, for any .Wj ; wj ;Hi / 2�. �M;�/ (j D 1; 2) for which

(1) .Rk; 0; p.Hj // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2),

(2) .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H1// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/,

if dGH..W1; w1;H1/; .W2; w2;H2//� � , then either dim.Iso0 p.H2// < dim.K1/, or
.Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H2// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/.

Since ti 2 Li for i large, we choose li 2 Li with infLi � li � infLi C 1=i .

Claim 1 li !1:

Suppose that li ! C <1 for some subsequence; then, for this subsequence,

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! .C � zY1; zy1; G1/:

Together with the fact that li 2 Li , we know that there is some space .W;w;H/ 2
�. �M;�/ with the properties below:
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(1) .Rk; 0; p.H// satisfies property (P).

(2) Either D.Iso0 p.H// > .m1; m2/, or D.Iso0 p.H//D .m1; m2/ but the space
.Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H// is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/.

(3) dGH..C � zY1; zy1; G1/; .W;w;H//�
1
3
� .

Since .Rk; 0; p.H// satisfies property (P), we see that .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H// is equivalent
to .C �Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H//. By Lemma 5.7 (the choice of � ), we conclude that either
dim.Iso0 p.H// < dimK1 , or .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.H// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/, which
is a contradiction to the condition (2) above. We have verified Claim 1.

Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we have convergence

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY 0; zy0; G0/:

To draw a contradiction, the goal is to rule out all the possibilities of p.G0/–action.

Claim 2 D.K 0/� .m1; m2/, where K 0 D Iso0 p.G0/.

If D.K 0/ < .m1; m2/, we pass to the equivariant tangent cone of . zY 0; zy0; G0/ at zy0.
In this way, we have . zY 0; zy0; G0

zy0/ with .Rk; 0; p.G0
zy0// satisfying property (P) (see

Remark 5.3). Note that .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G0zy0// is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K 0/ and D.K 0/<
.m1; m2/. We know that this cannot happen due to our choice of . zY1; zy1; G1/ with
the minimal D.K1/.

Claim 3 .Rk; 0; p.G0// satisfies property (P), and D.K 0/D .m1; m2/.

In fact, we pass to the equivariant tangent cone of . zY 0; zy0; G0/ at infinity:

.j�1 zY 0; zy0; G0/
GH
�! . zY 0; zy0; G01/:

For this space, .Rk; 0; p.G01// satisfies property (P) (see Remark 5.3). Suppose that
Claim 3 fails; then D.Iso0 p.G01// > .m1; m2/ (see Remark 5.4). We choose a large
integer J such that

dGH..J
�1 zY 0; zy0; G0/; . zY 0; zy0; G01//�

1
4
�:

Hence, for all i large, we have

dGH..J
�1liNi ; qi ; �i /; . zY

0; zy0; G01//�
1
3
�:

This implies that li=J 2Li for all i large, which is a contradiction to our choice of li .
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Claim 4 .Rk; 0;K 0/ is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/.

Suppose not; then we consider the sequence 1
2
li :�

1
2
li �Ni ; qi ; �i

� GH
�!

�
1
2
� zY 0; zy0; G0

�
:

Since .Rk; 0; p.G0// satisfies property (P),
�
1
2
�Rk; 0;K 0

�
is equivalent to .Rk; 0;K 0/,

which is not equivalent to .Rk; 0;K1/. This means that 1
2
li 2 Li for i large, a

contradiction.

This leads to the ultimate contradiction: Because li 2Li , there is some space .W;w;H/
in �. �M;�/ satisfying the conditions (1)–(2) in the proof of Claim 1, and

dGH.. zY
0; zy0; G0/; .W;w;H//� 1

2
�:

On the other hand, by Claims 3 and 4, Lemma 5.7 and the choice of � , .W;w;H/
cannot fulfill condition (2) (see the proof of Claim 1).

Proof of Lemma 5.8 With Lemma 5.9, it is enough to show that for any space
. zY ; zy;G/ 2�. �M;�/, .Rk; 0; p.G// always satisfies property (P). Suppose the con-
trary, that is, .Rk; 0; p.G// does not satisfy property (P) for some . zY ; zy;G/ in
�. �M;�/. We pass to the equivariant tangent cone of . zY ; zy;G/ at zy and at in-
finity, respectively (see Remark 5.3). We obtain . zY ; zy;Gzy/ and . zY ; zy;G1/. For
these two spaces, .Rk; 0; p.Gzy// and .Rk; 0; p.G1// always satisfy property (P). By
Lemma 5.9, .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.Gzy// is equivalent to .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G1//.

On the other hand, because .Rk; 0; p.G// does not satisfy property (P), Iso0 p.G/ is
a proper subgroup of Iso0 p.G1/ (Remark 5.4). Since Iso0 p.G/D Iso0 p.Gzy/, we
conclude that .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.Gzy// and .Rk; 0; Iso0 p.G1// cannot be equivalent, a
contradiction to Lemma 5.9.

Lemmas 5.2 and 5.8 imply that there exists a closed subgroup K of O.k/ such
that for any . zY ; zy;G/ 2�. �M;�/, .Rk; 0; p.G// satisfies property (P), and p.G/D
K�Rl�Zm . To finish the proof of Theorem 5.5, we need to show that l is independent
of . zY ; zy;G/ and m is always 0.

We prove the following gap lemma on the noncompact factor of p.G/, which does not
require Lemma 5.7:
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Lemma 5.11 Let M be an open n–manifold of Ric � 0. Suppose that �M is k–
Euclidean at infinity. Then there exists �.M/ > 0 such that the following holds:

For any two spaces . zYj ; zyi ; Gj / 2�. �M;�/ (j D 1; 2), suppose:

(1) .Rk; 0; p.Gj // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2).

(2) p.G1/D Iso0 p.G1/�Rl (see Lemma 5.2).

(3) p.G2/ contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup; for this extra Z subgroup , it has
generator  with dRk . � 0; 0/� 1.

Then
dGH.. zY1; zy1; G1/; . zY2; zy2; G2//� �.M/:

Proof We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there are two sequences of spaces in
�. �M;�/: f. zYij ; zyij ; Gij /gi (j D 1; 2) such that:

(1) .Rk; 0; p.Gij // satisfies property (P) (j D 1; 2).

(2) p.Gi1/DKi1 �Rl , where Ki1 D Iso0 p.Gi1/.

(3) p.Gi2/ contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup; for this extra Z subgroup, it has
generator i with dRk .i � 0; 0/� 1.

(4) dGH.. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2//! 0 as i !1.

This gives the convergence

. zYi1; zyi1; Gi1/
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; . zYi2; zyi2; Gi2/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/I

thus,

.Rk; 0; p.Gi1//
GH
�! .Rk; 0; p.G1//; .Rk; 0; p.Gi2//

GH
�! .Rk; 0; p.G1//:

Since p.Gi1/ D Ki1 �Rl and .Rk; 0; p.Gi1// satisfies property (P), we conclude
that .Rk; 0; p.G1// also satisfies property (P), and p.G1/ D K1 �Rl with K1
fixing 0. On the other hand, by hypothesis (3), p.Gi2/ contains a proper closed
subgroup Hi DKi2 �Rl with Ki2 D Iso0 p.Gi2/. Moreover, there is some element
˛i 2 p.Gi2/ outside Hi such that d.Hi � 0; ˛i � 0/ 2 .1; 3/. This yields

.Rk; 0;Hi ; ˛i /
GH
�! .Rk; 0;H1; ˛1/;

where ˛1 is outside H1 with d.H1 � 0; ˛1 � 0/ 2 .1; 3/. Therefore, p.G1/ also
contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup, a contradiction.
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Proof of Theorem 5.5 By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.8, for any space . zY ; zy;G/ 2�. �M;�/,
.Rk; 0; p.G// always satisfies property (P) and p.G/D K �Rl �Zm , where K is
a closed subgroup of O.k/ independent of . zY ; zy;G/. It remains to show that l is
independent of . zY ; zy;G/ and m is always 0.

First note that if �. �M;�/ has a space . zY ; zy;G/ with p.G/ D K �Rl �Zm , then
it also contains . zY ; zy;Gzy/ and . zY ; zy;G1/ (see Remark 5.3) with p.Gzy/DK �Rl

and p.G1/ D K �RlCm , respectively. We choose . zY1; zy1; G1/ 2 �. �M;�/ with
p.G1/ D K �Rl having the minimal l among all spaces in �. �M;�/. Using the
critical rescaling argument and Lemma 5.11, we will rule out the situation that �. �M;�/

has . zY2; zy2; G2/ such that p.G2/ contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup.

Let ri !1 and si !1 be two sequences such that

.r�1i
�M; zx; �/

GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .s�1i

�M; zx; �/
GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/;

and ti WD .s�1i /=.r�1i /!1. Rescaling s�1i down by a constant if necessary, we
assume that the extra Z subgroup in p.G2/ has generator  with dRk . � 0; 0/ � 1.
We put .Ni ; qi ; �i /D .r�1i �M; zx; �/; then

.Ni ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY1; zy1; G1/; .tiNi ; qi ; �i /

GH
�! . zY2; zy2; G2/:

For each i , we define

Li WD
˚
1� l� ti jdGH..lNi ; qi ; �i /; .W;w;H//�

1
3
� for some .W;w;H/2�. �M;�/

such that p.H/ contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup,

and, moreover, this extra Z subgroup has generator h

with dRk .h � 0; 0/� 1:
	

In the above definition, we choose � D �.M/ > 0 as the constant in Lemma 5.11.
ti 2 Li for i large. We choose li 2 Li with infLi � li � infLi C 1=i .

Claim 1 li !1:

If li ! C, then
.liNi ; qi ; �i /

GH
�! .C � zY1; zy1; G1/:

The projection to the Euclidean factor .C �Rk; 0; p.G1// is equivalent to .Rk; 0; p.G0//,
because the latter one satisfies property (P) and p.G0/DK �Rl . Since li 2 Li ,

dGH..C � zY1; zy1; G1/; .W;w;H//�
1
2
�
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for some .W;w;H/ 2�. �M;�/ with p.H/ containing Rl �Z as a closed subgroup.
Moreover, the extra Z subgroup has generator h with dRk .h � 0; 0/ � 1. This is a
contradiction to our choice of � and Lemma 5.11.

Next we consider the convergence

.liNi ; qi ; �i /
GH
�! . zY 0; zy0; G0/:

Claim 2 p.G0/DK �Rl :

Indeed, since .Rk; 0; p.G0// satisfies property (P), we can write p.G0/DK�Rl
0

�Zm
0

.
We can also assume that l 0 � l due to the induction assumption. If l 0 > l or m0 ¤ 0,
then p.G0/ contains Rl �Z as a closed subgroup. Consequently, li=d 2 Li for some
constant d � 2, which contradicts our choice of li . Hence Claim 2 holds.

We derive the desired contradiction: li 2 Li , so

dGH.. zY
0; zy0; G0/; .W;w;H//� 1

2
�

for some space .W;w;H/ 2�. �M;�/, where p.H/ contains Rl �Z as a closed sub-
group, and the extra Z subgroup has generator h with dRk .h �0; 0/� 1, a contradiction
to Lemma 5.11.

We conclude this paper with remarks on some extensions of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. As
indicated in the introduction, we do not pursue these extensions because we do not use
them in this paper.

Remark 5.12 With some mild additional arguments, one can generalize Theorem 1.4
to any nilpotent fundamental group:

Let M be an open n–manifold, with nilpotent fundamental group Ric � 0, whose
universal cover �M is k–Euclidean at infinity. Then there exist a closed nilpotent
subgroup K of O.k/ and an integer l 2 Œ0; k� such that for any space . zY ; zy;G/ 2
�. �M;�/, .Rk; 0; p.G// satisfies property (P) and p.G/DK �Rl .

Remark 5.13 The proof of Theorem 1.4 does not rely the simple-connectedness of �M,
nor the fact that �1.M; x/–action is free. Thus Theorem 1.4 can be generalized to
any isometric nilpotent G–action on M if M has RicM � 0 and is k–Euclidean at
infinity.
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Remark 5.14 Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 remain true if one replace the k–Euclidean at
infinity condition by the following: there is k such that any tangent cone of �M at
infinity splits as .Rk �X; .0; x//, where .X; x/ satisfies

(1) X has no lines,

(2) any isometry of X fixes x .

With this assumption, tangent cones of �M at infinity may not be metric cones nor be
polar spaces. Nevertheless, we still have the desired properties on Isom. zY / for any
zY DRk �X 2�. �M/ (see Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 and Remark 2.8):

(1) Isom.Rk �X/D Isom.Rk/� Isom.X/,

(2) g �.v; x/D .p.g/ �v; x/ for any g 2 Isom. zY / and v 2Rk , where pW Isom. zY /!
Isom.Rk/ is the natural projection.

These properties are all that we required in our proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.

Remark 5.15 If M has the unique tangent cone at infinity as a metric cone .C.Z/; z/,
where C.Z/ may contain lines, and if G is a nilpotent group acting as isometries on M,
then equivariant stability at infinity holds on the entire cone, that is, �.M;G/ consists
of a single element. More precisely, there exist a closed nilpotent subgroup K and
an integer l such that .C.Z/; z;Rl �K/ is the only element in �.M;G/, where K
fixes z and the subgroup feg�Rl acts as translations in the Euclidean factor of C.Z/.

This can be proved with Remark 4.5 and a similar argument as in Section 5.
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